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With foundational work from two focus groups
and a nationwide survey of nearly 10,000 people
to inform it, DoSER's Perceptions Project took to
the road in May.
Read more about our workshop »

Other News About Our Workshops

» Golden, Colorado | August 15, 2014
Climate and renewable energy were front and center at DoSER’s second Science
Perceptions Workshop. Read more about our workshop »

» Atlanta, Georgia | September 16-17, 2014
A key vehicle for workshop dialogue is a focus-group tested discussion guide  that is
featured and downloadable in our article about our Atlanta workshop.
Read more about our workskshop » 

Other News

http://www.aaas.org/DoSER
https://www.facebook.com/AAAS.DoSER
https://twitter.com/AAAS_DoSER
http://www.aaas.org/news/perceptions-project-hits-road
http://www.aaas.org/news/environmental-science-front-and-center-denver-workshop
http://www.aaas.org/news/discussion-guide-key-success-atlanta-workshop


Other News

» Washington, DC | March 13, 2015
Register today for Perceptions: Science and Religious Communities, a national
conference.

With support from the John Templeton
Foundation, AAAS DoSER has awarded grants to
10 Christian seminaries for pilot programs that
bring science into the core of seminary
education. Curricula with integrated science for
at least two core theological courses (such as
those in systematic theology, biblical studies,
church history, and pastoral theology) will be
 developed by each school and implemented

over the next two years. This integrated approach will impact not only individual
seminaries but the ministries in which graduates serve. Science-focused, campus-
wide activities will compliment coursework and resources from the project will be
made available to interested seminaries as the project unfolds. Read more about
the project here.

DoSER will host a workshop, "Discussing
Science With Religious Students and Audiences"
at the 2015 AAAS Annual Meeting in San Jose,
California. The aim of this workshop is to equip
scientists to better understand and address
questions and concerns about science from
religious students in their classrooms and from
largely religious public audiences. Scientists

from academic and public engagement organizations will present practical
examples and advice on how to present science in ways that are sensitive to
audience concerns, avoiding unnecessary pitfalls while sharing science
constructively.

Perceptions: Science and  Religious
Communities 
March 13, 2015 
Ronald Reagan Building and International

http://www.aaas.org/news/aaas-awards-10-science-seminaries-grants
http://www.aaas.org/event/science-perceptions-national-conference


Ronald Reagan Building and International
 Trade Center

DoSER's Perceptions Project will host a National Conference at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington, D.C. on March 13, 2015. The
Perceptions Project investigates perceptions to build understanding between
scienti⾧רc and religious communities, especially evangelicals. This conference will
bring together national leaders in science and religion—including DoSER director Dr.
Jennifer Wiseman and National Association of Evangelicals president Rev. Dr. Leith
Anderson -- to further conversation and to plan a course for future dialogue.

2015 AAAS Annual Meeting
 February 14-1
 San Jose, California

February 14: Workshop: 
 Discussing Science With Religious Students and Audiences

February 15: Symposium: 
The Human Microbiome: Implications of the Microcosm Within Us

Employment opportunities
DoSER is Hiring: Senior Program Associate

The American Association for the Advancement of Science seeks a Senior Program
Associate to work within the AAAS Dialogue on Science, Ethics, and Religion
Program. The position involves a project in partnership with select seminaries
throughout the United States to integrate science into their core curricula, with a
goal of promoting a positive understanding of science among religious leaders and
eventually the communities they serve. This position is anticipated to extend for an
initial period of one year with the potential for renewal contingent on performance.

For more information, contact doser@aaas.org
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